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Abstract: A 2-digit higher radix analog-to-digital converter (ADC) circuit consisting of a combination of a
pipelined ADC  and  a  set  of  cascaded  current  comparator  cell has been proposed. The ADC generates
multi-valued logic outputs rather than the conventional binary output system. The design is implemented using
0.25µm CMOS process. The performance analysis of the design shows desirable performance parameters in
terms of response and low power consumption. The ADC design is suitable for the needs of mixed-signal
integrated circuit design and can be implemented as a conversion circuit for systems based on multiple valued
logic design.
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INTRODUCTION min, max, inverter and literal operators. They shown to

The sustained proliferation of mixed analog/digital less area compared to their binary-logic counterparts.
VLSI systems has and will ensure that the need for small Thus, the advantages of current-mode multi valued logic
size. High speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) will design are demonstrated with some applications, such as
continue to grow. Due to the present dominance of digital a radix-8 multiplexer and full adder circuits. However, the
technologies, the fabrication of the ADC must be disadvantage is somewhat larger power dissipation [3].
compatible with these technologies. Initially, the wide Therefore a new digital quantizer structure proposed
spread use of MOS technology, with its unique ability to based on single electron box (SEB) [4]. The structure
accurately store and transfer voltages or charge packets exploits SEB which constitutes the simplest single
[1] led to the development of analog-integrated circuit electron device with one capacitor and one tunnel
techniques in which voltage was used as the active circuit junction. The ADC consists of the proposed quantizer
parameter. Although these techniques are quite block, capacitive divider and universal literal gate. The
successful in many applications, further reductions in the result consist almost no delay and good performance.
available supply voltage necessitated by the move to ever Thus, the ADC with the proposed digital quantizer does
smaller geometries will limit the available dynamic range of not require that kind of latching circuits and the circuits
these circuits. Simultaneously, the desire for a wider for code conversion, need to update.
signal bandwidth has led to the need for faster ADCs. To This work, in line with the increasing demand for
address these problems, ADCs are built by a current or a efficient data conversion circuits in mixed-signals and
combination of current and voltage based circuit [2]. system-on-chip (SOC) design proposes an analog-to-
Therefore  current  based circuit apply on the higher radix digital converter for 2-digit circuit with multi-valued
ADC can be able to reduce such problem. outputs rather than binary output [5-8]. Such circuits will

Binary Logic approach (‘0’, ‘1’) is a conventional way be intended for being used in the future MVL design
for digital electronics which require large area to build a systems, enabling them to communicate with external
chip. To reduce the area of chip it is necessary to build it devices and systems for larger data contents and
by using Multiple Valued Logic (MVL) design approach. reducing  usage  of chips space. The remaining sections
MVL approach consist more than two based number of this paper discuss the architecture for the proposed
system logic, such as ternary, quaternary etc. A novel ADC design as well as presentation of results of the
multi-valued logic gate set was implemented using design and performance analysis of the proposed
current-mode CMOS circuits [3]. The gate set consists of architecture.

exhibit superior static and dynamic behavior and consume
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Fig. 1: Proposed ADC Architecture stage i of the comparator cell with the reference current,

Proposed Adc Architecture: The configuration for a 2-
digit resolution Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) of the Iin  = 2*(Iin  – IOut )
design is as shown in Figure 1. The conversion process
involves using cascaded levels of comparator cells with Where Iin  and IOut are current input and current
the output of each cell and its position in the series difference output of the preceding stage of comparator
representing a digit with its appropriate weight of the blocks.
digitized output. The number of comparator cells defines
the resolution of the converter. The inputs to the
comparator cell are the analog input current to be Comparator Cell Architecture: Figure 2 shows the
digitized, I  and the reference current, I . The reference schematic of a comparator cell. The working principle ofin Ref

current used here is equivalent to the current value of a the comparator cell can be explained as follows; the
single logic level, I . The comparator block produces an analog input current, I  is compared with twice theLogic

output of discretized current levels I  which are multiples reference current I , this determines if the I  is within theOut

of  the  logic  value current, I . The current output level, upper  or  lower  half  of the full conversion current range.Logic

I  depends on how large the input current, I  is inOut in

comparison to multiples of the reference current I . TheRef

comparator cell is also designed to produce an output
current, I  which is the difference between the analogDiff

input current I  and the output current level I . Thein Out

current difference output, I  is used in facilitating theDiff

cascading of comparator cells. For I  to be used as anDiff

input to the next input stage, it has to be scaled by a
factor of two since the whole current input range has been
discritized to two output levels. So the inputs to the next
comparator cell will be two times I  in place of the analogDiff

input current, I  and the reference current I  will bein Ref

retained from the preceding stage. The whole process is
repeated and hence the input currents for each successive

IRef  and the input current Iin  is defined by the relation:i i
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Fig. 2: Schematic for comparator Cell
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The comparator used here is a cascode current mirror on the outcome of the preceding two comparisons for use
comparator. The result of the comparison controls a MOS in the succeeding stage in the cell series. This output
switch thus allowing or disallowing the flow to the output current defines which quarter of the full scale current
of a current two times the logic level current, I . This range that the analog input current I  falls in. Note thatLogic

means that if the input current, I , is greater than half the the  value  of I  is the same as I . In the circuit inin

full scale current range (which is equivalent to two times Figure 2, inverters have been used to strengthen the
I , the current value which is two times the logic current signals obtained from the two comparison stages beforeRef

level will be allowed to flow to the output. This operation it is passed on to the MOS switch. In order to obtain the
generates two discrete current output levels with respect I  output of the comparison block, both the input
to the analog input current, I . In order to obtain the current, I  and output current I  are mirrored andin

remaining two higher output levels, the difference of subtracted from each other. Due to the differencing
between 2*I  and I  is compared with I  to decide on the technique employed in determining the output levels forRef in Ref

more precise level in which the input current can be a comparator cell, there is a prospect in extending the
judged to be within the upper half or lower half of the full design of the comparator block for generating higher
scale current range. If I  is less than 2*I , the subtraction discrete output current levels.in Ref

will not be needed and I  is simply compared with I .in Ref

However if I  is greater than 2*I , then the difference of RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONSin Ref

I  – 2*I  will be compared with I  instead. A MOSin Ref Ref

switch is turned on/off in the cases of which one of the The proposed ADC circuit has been simulated using
two options on subtraction is ultimately necessary. The the model parameters of a standard 0.25µm CMOS
result of this comparison will also control a MOS switch process. A performance for the two-stage ADC
that allows or disallows the flow of the logic current level, conversion stages using the proposed design is shown
I to the output. Hence an output current of four (Table 1). The length for the CMOS device is chosen toLogic

possible discrete levels is obtained by adding the 0.35µm to achieve higher current gains form the current
resulting current that has been allowed / disallowed based mirrors at all cascaded levels.
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Fig. 3: Digitize Output

Fig. 4: Analog Input
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Table 1: Performance two conversion stages
Two-pipeline stages

Technology Standard 0.25µm CMOS
Resolution 2 digits - 16 levels
Logic value 0.99µA
Code Width 1000nA
Rise Time @ LSB 0.583us
Sampling Rate 500 kHz
Power Supply 1.3V
Power Consumption 12.9 mW

A logic level current is chosen to be multiples of
0.99µA pending a level as well as a stage selection of a
comparator cell. Figure 3 shows the digital current output
resulting from a full-scale analog input current that is
varying from 0 to 4µA for up to two conversion stages
realizing digitize output and Figure 4 shows the analog
input. The plot is seen without missing levels at the 2nd

output digit. This is as a result with no error propagation
through the stages of the conversion process as a result
of the inaccuracies in the current mirroring technique.

CONCLUSION

A current mode comparator based ADC design has
been proposed in this work. The design implements
multiple valued logic output instead of the conventional
binary output. The use of multiple-valued logic outputs
for ADC design offers the possibility of an overall
reduction in circuit complexity and size. Being modular
and cellular in nature, work is in progress for extending it
to a higher-radix ADC design with reduced output errors
and better performance parameters. The main purpose for
designing an analog-to-digital converter with higher radix
output is to generate MVL signals. Such signals will be
needed by MVL based devices compatible to be
interfaced to external devices and systems alike.
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